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ABSTRACT
Soft robotic manipulators are currently being researched for use in unstructured
environments such as search and research operations and explosives disposal. This paper
details the development of an experimental setup used to validate a trajectory planning
approach that uses simplified Cosserat Rod models. Two designs of soft robotic
manipulators, which mimic the motion profiles of tentacles, are introduced in this paper.
One is a three section manipulator known as Octarm VI and the other is a two section
manipulator with only the proximal section under independent control.
To validate the trajectory planning algorithm for the Octarm VI, planned
trajectories were input to the trajectory planning algorithm, which generated the pressure
sequence that achieves the desired trajectory. The workspaces of each arm design were
also experimentally mapped out and compared based on workspace range and dexterity.
Experimental data was captured through the use of custom machine vision system based
on a Canon SLR camera.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction
Soft robotic manipulators (“SRMs”) are modeled after the muscular structure of
octopus tentacles and elephant trunks. Advantages of SRMs compared to standard rigid
DC motor based arms include high strength to weight ratios, natural compliance,
increased dexterity, and the ability for whole arm manipulation [1]. Current limitations
include the ability to precisely measure manipulator position and ability to compute
trajectories based on the inherent non-linearities of pneumatic muscles. In this paper, a
method implementing simplified models based on the Cosserat Rod theory is used to
predict manipulator tip position.
An automated test stand was developed for parameter tuning and initial
experimental validation. Matlab and dSpace were utilized as the framework for this
design. Experimental trajectories were compared with predicted trajectories using a blob
detection based approach. Workspace envelopes were mapped out experimentally to
determine suitable working ranges for the Octarm’s based on theoretical dexterity
measurements.
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CHAPTER 2 – Octarm Configurations
Two different Octarm designs are detailed in this paper. The first configuration
known as Octarm VI consists of three independent control sections. For the purposes of
the workspace and trajectory experiments, Octarm VI was limited to only in plane
motion. The second design based on pneumatic muscle stacking has distal control
channel spanning the entire length of the Octarm up into the proximal channel. This new
design allows for fewer control channels. The following workspace experiments will
determine if fewer control channels will limit dexterity or not.
2.1 Octarm VI
The Octarm VI has three independent control sections. The proximal section has
six independently controlled muscles to allow for 3-D motion. For the workspace
experiments, muscles were disabled to only allow in plane motion to simplify the
trajectory planning problem to controlling trajectories in a plane. This approach closely
mimics the majority of industrial tasks for this robot, which include seam tracking,
applying sealant, and object tracking/grasping.

Figure 1. Octarm VI – Three independent sections are displayed with internal
pressure tube routing and external sensor guide wires
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The arm was also remounted to prevent the proximal section from influencing the
motion of the rest of the arm. An isolation brace was designed and placed across the
proximal section to provide the required stiffness. The brace was then mounted directly to
the Octarm arm test structure. Refer to appendix A for schematic.

Figure 2. Addition of isolation brace and new mounting position of the Octarm
2.2 Continuous Length Octarm (CL)

The

Continuous

Length

Octarm

consists of three muscles that extend
from the tip of manipulator, through
the proximal section of the arm
terminating at the base plate.

Figure 3. Continuous Length manipulator
The colored cross sections in Figure 3 depict how the control channels are
grouped for 3-D motion. For the 2-D workspace experiments described in this paper
certain channels were either disabled or reconfigured. To convert the three section
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OctarmVI to a two section arm, both channel 4 tubes were left active, and the channel 5
and 6 tubes directly opposite were tied together as one channel. Refer to Figure 4.b. In
the Octarm’s distal section as shown by Figure 4.a channels 2 and 3 were combined into
one channel.
The cross-section of the Continuous Length manipulator in Figure 4.c was
reconfigured such that tubes 1 and 2 would act as a pair. Tubes 4 and 6 were also paired
as one channel. This reconfiguration of the channels allows the arms to be directly
compared because now they are both two section manipulators with 4 control channels.

Figure 4. Cross sections (a) distal section of Octarm VI. (b) proximal section. (c) CL
proximal cross section, the interior tubes 1, 2, 3 extend the length
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CHAPTER 3 – Introduction to dSpace and Hardware
The hardware platform for the automated test stand is based on a dSpace embedded
controller. It provides the output voltage signals to drive the pressure regulators and camera
trigger circuit. The dSpace board allows Simulink models developed for the system to be
downloaded and run, allowing for real time control. dSpace is traditionally used in the automotive
sector to develop prototypes and perform Hardware in the Loop (HIL) testing.
Only the output voltage capabilities of the dSpace board are used for the trajectory and
workspace experiments because all trajectory computation needs to be run off line. See Appendix
C for details on how to develop a Simulink Model with dSpace outputs.
To control pressure to the channels of the Octarm, SMC pressure regulators were used.
They require a voltage signal from 0 to 5VDC. See Appendix H for manufacturer data sheet. DIN
rail was the preferred method of wiring to allow for easy organization and expansion for adding
future regulators. A custom cable was also created to minimize the number of individual cables
needed to run between the pressure regulators and dSpace.

Figures 5&6. DIN Rail Mounting distributes power, signal, and ground to each regulator
Custom multiple BNC cable used to transmit voltage signals to regulators
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Automatic picture capture was also integrated into the test stand. A Canon Rebel 450D
was used to capture all of the image data. The remote trigger port was wired through an
optoisolation circuit to output channel 7 on the dSpace board. Once the output voltage rises above
3.3 volts, the shutter is closed; and the voltage is set back to zero after a fraction of a second. See
Appendix G for the camera trigger code.
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CHAPTER 4 - Initial dSpace Interfacing with Matlab
To allow the host computer to communicate with the dSpace board, a Simulink model
was created and compiled on the host PC and then downloaded to the dSpace board. The
Simulink model developed included seven output channels, six for the pressure regulators and
one camera control circuit.

Figure 7. Model residing on the dSpace board
Once this model was downloaded to the dSpace board, the host computer can connect to
it and programmatically change the values of the output constants. The range of suitable values is
from 0 to 1. The digital to analog output channel 1 is designated by the suffix DAC_C1. Refer to
Appendix C for details on how to develop a dSpace model and the process for compiling and
downloading.
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The program used to download the compiled Simulink model is called Control Desk.
This program allows the researcher to develop a front end to watch real time data updates of the
system and to provide user input.

Figure 8. Displays one numeric input and two numeric indicators.
The numeric input is wired to Output1value, which corresponds to the value of the output
1 constant block on the previous developed Simulink model. Limits can be placed on this input
control by right clicking to prevent the variable from going out of range. Refer to Appendix C to
learn how to download the model. Once the model is compiled, this program is used to download
it. Compiling only needs to be performed after changes have been made to a model. The process
of downloading the model needs to occur each time the dSpace board is rebooted. Appendix C
details how to bundle files into an experiment file to allow for quick and easy downloading.
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After a GUI was developed the pressure regulators were calibrated. An output sequence
ranging from 0 to 1 in .1 steps was used to develop the scaling factor from a dSpace output to
actual pressure.

Simulink
Output
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Predicted
dSpace Voltage

0.7

1
2
3
4
5
6

Actual
Voltage
0.99
1.99
2.98
3.98
4.98
5.98

Actual Pressure
Reading
13
26
39
52
65
78

7

6.98

91

Max
pressure

Table 1. Pressure regulator calibration

Figure 9. Calibration curve
Pressure outputs in psi need to be divided by 130 first before they are passed to the Simulink
model and dSpace board, which acts as a gain of 130 to output the correct pressure to the device.
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CHAPTER 5 – Integrating dSpace with Matlab
In the previous section, Control Desk was used as the means to modify the internal
variables on the dSpace board. This section covers how to control the variables through Matlab
code. The first step to updating the Simulink model is to initialize the dSpace Matlab libraries by
typing mlibini. The folder containing mlibini must be in the Matlab path. Check dSpace help file
to find where mlibini is stored.
clc
mlibini %initializes mlib
dataout = {0;0;0;0;0;0}
state = mlib('IsApplRunning')
board_info = mlib('GetBoardInfo')
appl = mlib('GetApplInfo')
var_names = {'Model Root/Output1/Value';...
%Model Root/Blockname(ie Output1)/Parameter you want to change
'Model Root/Output2/Value';...
'Model Root/Output3/Value';
'Model Root/Output4/Value';
'Model Root/Output5/Value';
'Model Root/Output6/Value'};
%use trcview to find the variable paths
var = mlib('GetTrcVar',var_names)
mlib('Write', var, 'Data', dataout)

The output data must conform to a certain format based on the cell array data structure.
The dataout variable is a 6x1 cell array. The variable mapping is found by running trcview. This
is a dSpace tool used to figure out the correct paths to the variables. Refer to the dSpace help on
more formal instructions on running trcview. The var_names string array holds the paths to the
variables you want to update with dataout. The var variable holds the actual paths and not the
human readable paths of var_names. The final step is to write the data in dataout into the paths
supplied by var.
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CHAPTER 6- Trajectory Viewer GUI (TVG) Development
To aid running multiple tests on the Octarm, a GUI was developed to allow the researcher
to quickly select the required test and run it. This alleviates the need for programmatically typing
a new file name into a Matlab control script. It also allows for the researcher to watch how the
pressures in the tubes change during time and the instantaneously predicted shape. To use a new
trajectory, the researcher clicks the Load File button and selects it from the menu. Different test
cases can be selected if more than one was in the test file. The Run Once button starts the test.
The Pause button can be used to pause the test; whereas, the stop button will stop the test and
reset the pressures. See Appendix F for code.
The trajectory depicted below consists of following a diagonal line and then traversing
the workspace by following a horizontal path. The following pages consist of screen captures
showing the arm moving along a horizontal path.

Figure 10. Trajectory Viewer GUI
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Figure 11(a). Trajectory Picture Data

Desired Path
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Figure 11(b). Trajectory Picture Data
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Figure 11(c). Trajectory Picture Data
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CHAPTER 7 – Photographic Verification of Trajectories
A Canon Rebel 450d was the camera device used to capture image data of the Octarm.
This camera had an optional remote trigger input, which consisted of a switch and extension
cable. A custom cable and interface circuit was developed based on an
optoisolator and a 2.5mm male speaker plug. The optoisolator isolates
the circuitry in the camera from the voltage levels of the dSpace board
and the 2.5mm speaker plug is the required interface plug for the
Canon camera. Refer to [2] and [3] on camera interfacing details.
Figure 11 – Canon Rebel 450D
The Workspace code was modified to take a picture after each pressure update. After all
pictures were taken, they were downloaded and processed through Matlab to extract the color
targets placed on the arm. Red, green, and blue targets were selected to exploit the RGB data
format. Matlab treats 8 bit image data as a 3x3 matrix. The pages have dimensions of the X and Y
resolution of the camera the value in each cell corresponds to the intensity of the color. Zero
means zero intensity, whereas 255 means full intensity. The cube depicts how the three values at
each X,Y location combine to form the final color. To search for blue, the criteria would consist
of points above a certain blue threshold and below certain thresholds for red and green.

Figure 12 - Matlab Color cube
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CHAPTER 8 – Workspace Viewer GUI (WVG) Development
Modifications were also made to the Trajectory viewer to allow for test sets other
than fixed trajectories. A direct comparison between the two arms was made by isolating
the proximal section of Octarm VI. Each device had four active control channels to allow
in-plane motion and seven pressure steps were selected to give a total input set of 2401
points.

Figure 13 - Experimental Setup detailing isolated Octarm VI
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CHAPTER 9 – Vibration Issues and Feed forward Interpolation
Techniques
The data sets fed to the Octarm consist of a list of step inputs the arm should follow to
traverse the entire workspace. The Octarm is a naturally under damped system and oscillations
build over time as the arm moves through the workspace. A simple feed forward control scheme
based on linear interpolation was used to smooth transitions between workspace test points. This
technique significantly reduced oscillations and allowed faster picture captures.
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CHAPTER 10 – Results of Workspace Testing
Both the Octarm VI and Continuous Length Arm were tested with the 2401 test points.
The same data sets were also run through the theoretical Cosserat Models of each arm. Refer to
[4] on model development. Below are the experimental and theoretical workspace plots of both
Octarm VI and the Continuous Length Arm.

Figure 14. Workspace plots Axis (m) and Contour Lines (pts/cm2 )
Asymmetry in the experimental workspace can be attributed to variations in mesh angle
and elasticity of the pressure bladders. The Octarm VI has high point density above and around
the 1.5 pts/cm2 peak. This arm is more suited for grasping objects near the trunk of the
manipulator.
The Continuous Arm performed better reaching out and down from its unpressurized
length. The low point density at the top of each map is due to one of the pressure bladders inflated
to the max pressure limit of the test.
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CHAPTER 10 – Future Modifications and Improvements
Future modifications of this device include developing a method to speed up computation
of the theoretical model. This could be done in one of two ways. First, convert the boundary
value problems into a suitable form to be solved in real-time by dSpace. This would require
developing a simplified model based on feedback of the pressures in the tubes and strains along
the length of the tubes. Another method is to use the experimental workspace graphs to generate a
look up table to connect points in space to specific pressures. Analytic functions can be generated
from the look up table if the table is too cumbersome to search and navigate. Both of these
methods will decrease the accuracy of the system. This can be overcome through utilizing the tip
camera to allow for real time position feedback of objects. Distance sensors such as sonar or IR
could be used to detect possible collisions.
In the previous tests, pressurized air was the fluid used to actuate the arm. The problem
with air is that it is a compressible fluid. As air is released into the pneumatic muscles, energy is
required to compress the air which limits the performance of the device. A noncompressible
liquid would be more suitable for this application. Hydraulic oil is used in industrial applications
where lubrication is needed and leaks are tolerable. Water would be a better choice because it is
safe, and the lubrication properties of oil are not needed. A water system could be set up two
ways. First, a closed loop pressurized water system, which would include a water pump and
reservoir to store pressurized water. Alternatively, a mixed air and water system, where water
would fill the length of the muscle. Above the muscle, a reservoir of water with variable pressure
air would force more or less water into the muscle. The same air pressure regulators could be
used in this second experimental setup.
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CHAPTER 11 – Conclusions
Two different types of flexible pneumatic manipulators were compared in this paper. The
arms were compared against each other for workspace area and dexterity. The Octarm VI had a
denser workspace around itself, which makes it more suitable for grasping tasks. The Continuous
Length arm’s workspace showed it is better at reaching farther than grasping. This thesis provides
details about getting started with dSpace and how to quickly integrate analog voltage actuators
into Matlab. It can also be used as an introductory example of how to set up an experimental
robotic station. It covers basic hardware integration, actuator calibration, initial softwarehardware interfacing, and higher level code development with the use of a Graphical User
Interface.
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APPENDIX A – CAD Drawing of Isolation Brace
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APPENDIX B – dSpace Tutorial Flow Chart
High Level Flow Chart to using dSpace
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APPENDIX C - How to Build a Simulink Model for dSpace

Build Simulink Model to be compiled to dSpace. Directly wire constant blocks to DAC
blocks found under the dSpace section of the block library in Matlab. Make sure to set the
defaults on the blocks to 0 so the DAC ports will be at 0VDC at start up.
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2 a. Compile code using Matlab Realtime Workshop. Code will be generated in active
Matlab folder.

2

b. Files generated by Realtime Workspace
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3. Open compiled code in Control Desk using Open Variable File. This is the compiled
Simulink diagram.
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4. To check that the file loaded under the name of your model(outputconstant) click
Model Root. The 6 or 7 variables on the diagram should be listed there. Next, make a
new layout, so you can manually change the variables.
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4b. Make sure the Instrument Selector is open. Go to View.
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5. Place a display and numeric input for each output channel. Now assign a variable from
the model to this input and display. Click the c:/documents tab. Expand the Model Root
List. Click output 1. Then click and drag the label variable(next to the P) over on top of
your control. A red box means that the input/ display is unconnected.
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6. Save the variable file and the layout together as an experiment. Click File/New
Experiment. Name it and save. Click File/Add All Opened Files. Now the Experiment
Tab(Green Flask Icon) should show both the .lay file and output.sdf. Now you only have
to open the experiment once; all outputs are set.
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7. To test the setup, press the Green arrow to download the program. Then click
animation mode to make the inputs interactive. Click up on the arrow to change the input
value. Go back to design mode and right click to set the increment and max value. This
screen is just to Debug that all channels operate properly. Once you have a final model
you should not have to recompile using Real Time Workshop in Matlab. Just open the
Experiment in Control desk and download to board using the Green Arrow.
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APPENDIX D – How To Download an Experiment to dSpace
board

1&2. Open Control Desk. File-> Load Experiment. Select Octarm constant output
test.cdx.
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3&4 Download experiment to the board using the Green arrow. If it is grayed out, it
means it is already running.

5.Then click on the Animation mode button to test the model.
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6. Open Matlab. Click the GUIDE button on the toolbar. GUIDE is Matlabs graphical
user interface. From the Existing GUI Tab, open either TrajectoryViewer2.fig or
WorkspaceViewer2.fig
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APPENDIX E – How to Control dSpace through Matlab.
Simple Straight Output code
First the dSpace Matlab libraries must be initialized using mlibini. The next three lines
are just tests to see the status of the board (can be removed if needed). The dataout variable must
be a cellular array. This is what is specified by the hardware. A mat2cell command may be used
to convert a matrix into a cell array. Next var_names is the list of variables you want to update
with dataout. Mlib(‘GetTrcVar’,var_names) returns the full variable path needed to write
dataout.
clc
mlibini %initilizes mlib
dataout = {0;0;0;0;0;0}
state = mlib('IsApplRunning')
board_info = mlib('GetBoardInfo')
appl = mlib('GetApplInfo')
var_names = {'Model Root/Output1/Value';...

%Model

Root/Blockname(ie Output1)/Parameter you want to change
'Model Root/Output2/Value';...
'Model Root/Output3/Value';
'Model Root/Output4/Value';
'Model Root/Output5/Value';
'Model Root/Output6/Value'}; %use trcview to find
the variable paths

var = mlib('GetTrcVar',var_names)

mlib('Write', var, 'Data', dataout)
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APPENDIX F – Trajectory Viewer Code

Must provide trajectory file in Pascals from offline Trajectory Generator. See code for
data format

Trajectory Viewer
Most code here is Matlab generated look over portions with function
slider1_Callback

This piece of code executes when the slider is moved

function varargout = Trajectoryviewer2(varargin)
% TRAJECTORYVIEWER2 M-file for Trajectoryviewer2.fig
%
TRAJECTORYVIEWER2, by itself, creates a new
TRAJECTORYVIEWER2 or raises the existing
%
singleton*.
%
%
H = TRAJECTORYVIEWER2 returns the handle to a new
TRAJECTORYVIEWER2 or the handle to
%
the existing singleton*.
%
%
TRAJECTORYVIEWER2('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the
local
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%
function named CALLBACK in TRAJECTORYVIEWER2.M with the
given input arguments.
%
%
TRAJECTORYVIEWER2('Property','Value',...) creates a new
TRAJECTORYVIEWER2 or raises the
%
existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property
value pairs are
%
applied to the GUI before Trajectoryviewer2_OpeningFcn
gets called. An
%
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property
application
%
stop. All inputs are passed to
Trajectoryviewer2_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
%
*See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI
allows only one
%
instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help
Trajectoryviewer2
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 20-Nov-2009 17:03:29
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn',
@Trajectoryviewer2_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn',
@Trajectoryviewer2_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before Trajectoryviewer2 is made visible.
function Trajectoryviewer2_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata,
handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
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% handles
% varargin
VARARGIN)

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
command line arguments to Trajectoryviewer2 (see

% Choose default command line output for Trajectoryviewer2
%defaults for loading

s = load('horiztrajresultsVI');
handles.tcase = s.tcase;
handles.output = hObject;
handles.interpflag = 0;
% Update handles structure
handles = processResults(hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes Trajectoryviewer2 wait for user response (see
UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command
line.
function varargout = Trajectoryviewer2_OutputFcn(hObject,
eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see
VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

% --- Executes on slider movement.
function slider1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
x=get(hObject, 'Value')

x=ceil(x);
c =num2str(x);
%must set static text property HandleVisible to on under property
inspector
%to show text
set(handles.slider1,'Userdata',x)
set(handles.tcasenum,'String',c); %changes the static text
len=length(handles.tcase(x).simpresout);
maxpres = max(max(handles.tcase(x).ppsilim))%inside max finds max
of each column then next max finds the max of columns
set(handles.numpoints,'String',num2str(len));
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set(handles.maxp,'String',num2str(maxpres)); %updates static text
%keyboard
guidata(hObject, handles);

% hObject
% eventdata

handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version of

% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

MATLAB

% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
%
get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to determine
range of slider

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function slider1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background.
if isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]);
end

% --- Executes on button press in load.
function load_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
s= uiimport;
handles.tcase=s.tcase;
handles.interpflag = 0;
handles = processResults(hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
function handles1 = processResults(hObject,handles)
%uiwait;
for i = 1:length(handles.tcase)
handles.tcase(i).ppsi =
handles.tcase(i).prec(:,:)/1e6*145.0377; %converts from MPA to psi
[maxI,maxJ] = find(handles.tcase(i).ppsi>91); %only keeps
pressures under 80 psi
maxID=min(maxJ);
if true || maxID
maxID = length(handles.tcase(i).ppsi)
end
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handles.tcase(i).ppsilim = handles.tcase(i).ppsi(:,1:maxID1);

handles.tcase(i).simpresout =
num2cell(handles.tcase(i).ppsilim/130); %scale the pressure by 1/130
because a change of.1 output by simulink translates to 13 psi

end
handles1 = handles;
guidata(hObject, handles);
% hObject
handle to load (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on button press in runonce.
function runonce_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to runonce (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
guidata(hObject, handles);
jj=get(handles.slider1,'Userdata')
%set(handles.trajviewer,'NextPlot','replacechildren')
%axes(handles.trajviewer);
guidata(hObject, handles);
for i = 1:length(handles.tcase(jj).ppsilim) %only output/plot up
to where max psi was found
stopstate = get(handles.togstop,'Value')
pausestate = get(handles.pause,'Value')
if stopstate == 0
hold on
if pausestate == 0
subplot(2,1,1)
subplot('position',[.35,.5,.4,.3])
plot(handles.tcase(jj).posrec(1,1:i),handles.tcase(jj).posrec(2,1:i),'r
.'); %plots current pos rec
hold on
title(['Test #' num2str(jj)])
plot(handles.tcase(jj).traj(1,1:size(handles.tcase(jj).prec,2)),handles
.tcase(jj).traj(2,1:size(handles.tcase(jj).prec,2)),'b','LineWidth',2)%
plots whole trajectory
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text(handles.tcase(jj).traj(1,1),handles.tcase(jj).traj(2,1),'A');
%label
text(handles.tcase(jj).traj(1,end),handles.tcase(jj).traj(2,end),'B');
plot(handles.tcase(jj).shp(i).x,handles.tcase(jj).shp(i).y); % plots
current shape of arm
xlim([-1,1]); %sets axis
ylim([-.2 + min(handles.tcase(jj).traj(:)),.7]);
axis equal
ArmOut2(handles.tcase(jj).simpresout(:,i));
%outputs simulink varibles needed to space to gen required pressures
pause(0.5);
hold off
subplot(2,1,2);
subplot('position',[.35,.15,.4,.3])
plot(1:i,handles.tcase(jj).ppsilim(:,1:i),'LineWidth',3);
xlim([1,size(handles.tcase(jj).ppsilim,2)]);
ylim([min(handles.tcase(jj).ppsilim(:)),max(handles.tcase(jj).ppsilim(:
))]);
legend('p_1','p_2','p_3','p_4','p_5','p_6');
guidata(hObject, handles);
else
helpdlg('Press okay to resume')
uiwait
set(handles.pause,'Value',0)
guidata(hObject, handles);
end
else
return
guidata(hObject, handles);
end
end
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in runseq.
function runseq_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to runseq (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on button press in runonce.
function pushbutton4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to runonce (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
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% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on button press in reset.
function reset_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
ArmOut2({0;0;0;0;0;0})
return
guidata(hObject, handles);
% hObject
% eventdata

handle to reset (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version of

% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

MATLAB

% ------------------------------------------------------------------function Untitled_1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Untitled_1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

function interpsteps_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to interpsteps (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of interpsteps as
text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
interpsteps as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function interpsteps_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to interpsteps (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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% --- Executes on button press in testmove.
function testmove_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to testmove (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
ArmOut2({.1;.1;.1;.1;.1;.1})
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APPENDIX G – Sub Functions ArmOut and TakePic
ArmOut2 code
Code used to output the 6x1 cell array
function [] = ArmOut2(arrayin) %should be a 6x1 column cell array
i.e. c = {.1;.1;.1;.1;.1;.1}
mlibini %initilizes mlib
dataout = arrayin;
%state = mlib('IsApplRunning') ;
%board_info = mlib('GetBoardInfo');
%appl = mlib('GetApplInfo');
var_names = {'Model Root/Output1/Value';... %Model
Root/Blockname(ie Output1)/Parameter you want to change
'Model Root/Output2/Value';...
'Model Root/Output3/Value';
'Model Root/Output4/Value';
'Model Root/Output5/Value';
'Model Root/Output6/Value'}; %use trcview to find
the varible paths
var = mlib('GetTrcVar',var_names);
datain = mlib('Read', var);
mlib('Write', var, 'Data', dataout);
end

TakePic code
Used to trigger Channel 7 to take a picture. .3 output is higher than the forward voltage
limit, which allows the optoisolator to close the trigger circuit. .5 pause works for shutter
function [] = TakePic()
mlibini %initilizes mlib
var_names = {'Model Root/Output7/Value'};... %Model
Root/Blockname(ie Output1)/Parameter you want to change
%use trcview to find the variable paths
var = mlib('GetTrcVar',var_names);
datain = mlib('Read', var);
mlib('Write', var, 'Data', {.3});
pause(.5)
mlib('Write', var, 'Data', {0});
end
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